[4] found that removing the ink gland had no effect on the rate of successful predation by lobsters. Removing the opaline gland, however, dramatically decreased the probability that an Aplysia would escape during an encounter with a lobster.
investigation [5, 6] . The origin and metabolic pathway involved in pigment production, as well as the cell types involved in pigment storage and release, have been described [7, 8] . Thus, within the field of chemical ecology, Aplysia serves as an excellent model for understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying chemical defence against predation.
The paper by Kicklighter et al. [4] expands our understanding of Aplysia's chemical defences by examining the effects of ink and opaline on one predator, the spiny lobster Panulirus. Although Aplysia ink is an effective deterrent against the predatory anemone Anthopleura xanthogrammica [9], Kicklighter et al. [4] found that removing the ink gland had no effect on the rate of successful predation by lobsters. Removing the opaline gland, however, dramatically decreased the probability that an Aplysia would escape during an encounter with a lobster.
Behavioural observations indicated that secretions from both ink and opaline glands cause lobsters to groom their antennules and mouthparts, suggesting that the viscous secretions may interfere with the sensory hairs on the lobsters' appendages. In addition, secretions from the two glands had distinct effects on the lobsters' behaviour: ink gland secretions elicited behaviours that are generally associated with foraging and feeding in lobsters, such as digging in the substrate and moving the forelegs to the mouthparts, whereas opaline gland secretions sometimes led lobsters to try to escape by tailflipping.
Decades of research using spiny lobsters as model animals for understanding transduction and coding in chemosensory When threatened, sea hares secrete ink and opaline. This mixture has now been shown to act on peripheral chemosensory neurons of spiny lobsters, stimulating feeding-related behaviours as a deceptive method of avoiding predation. 
J. Allan Downie
Only bacteria contain the nitrogenase enzyme that can reduce N 2 to ammonium and so, during nitrogen-limited growth, some plants enter into a symbiotic interaction with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, which provide the plants with ammonium. A major problem in maintaining a high rate of nitrogen fixation, however, is that the bacterial nitrogenase enzymes are very oxygen sensitive, but at the same time require high levels of ATP to drive the reaction. So ideally, the bacteria require a high flux of oxygen to enable high rates of ATP synthesis, whilst simultaneously maintaining a low free oxygen environment to prevent inactivation of nitrogenase by oxygen. These paradoxical requirements are met by the formation of root nodules in which legumes provide an appropriate niche for rhizobia, the bacteria that differentiate into forms, known as bacteroids, which fix nitrogen in nodules. A crucial part of this niche is the presence of plant haemoglobins in the cytoplasm of the plant cells containing the bacteroids.
If you dig up the roots of a legume such as pea or bean and cut into one of the nodules on the root you will see that it has a blood-red colour (Figure 1, top) . This is due to the high levels of haemoglobins, referred to as leghaemoglobins because they are always found in legume nodules [ Calculations based on the levels of oxygenation and concentration of leghaemoglobin in the nodule cytoplasm suggest that the concentration of leghaemoglobinbound oxygen is around 70,000 times higher than the free oxygen concentration [1] . This provides a substantial buffering capacity that will be important for providing a high flux of oxygen for bacterial respiration. But the low levels of free-oxygen pose a challenge for bacterial respiration, and the nitrogen-fixing bacteroids deal with this by inducing a symbiosisspecific cytochrome oxidase with a very high affinity for oxygen [4] . Given these observations on the biochemistry and physiology of nitrogen fixation in nodules, it had been anticipated that silencing of leghaemoglobin expression would affect symbiotic nitrogen fixation, as observed by Ott et al. [2] . What was not anticipated, however, was the absence of bacterial nitrogenase in the bacteria within the nodules of the plants lacking leghaemoglobin. Although the measured levels of free oxygen in nodules of the plants lacking leghaemoglobin were somewhat higher than those seen in nitrogen-fixing nodules, there was still a low oxygen environment, particularly in the deeper layers of the nodules [2] . So it seems unlikely that the complete lack of nitrogenase expression can simply be explained by the lack of a low oxygen environment, which could be observed in at least some parts of the nodules.
How then can we explain the lack of induction of bacteroid nitrogenase in these nodules? Perhaps some form of ramped induction could be required. Possibly a rapid induction of the bacteroid nitrogenase and highaffinity oxidase might cause a problem if it resulted in a high rate of oxygen consumption that could not be sustained in the absence of the leghaemoglobin-oxygen buffer. Conversely, if the leghaemoglobin was induced before the specialised bacteroid oxidase then 
